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This challenge is OPTIONAL. There is no
grade attached to it.
You are responsible for selecting your
own books and checking to make certain
there is a quiz for each book.
Books read out loud by parents or teachers, listened to on CD or on an electronic
reader DO count.
Books must have at least 75 pages to
count toward the challenge. Two shorter
books which added together equals 75
pages will count. You are responsible for
making sure your book qualifies.











IT

COUNT

For each book read, take a quiz in the
library.
Books do not need to be read in any
particular order.
After you pass the quiz, write the title
of your book beside the correct genre
and the number of pages.
Next, note on the pizza pie chart that
you have completed the book.
When you have completed all 20 slices
of your pizza pie, print out a copy of
your quiz record. Check to make certain you have passed each quiz!
Attach the quiz record to this paper
and turn it in to the library.
Prepare to celebrate at our pizza party.

WANT MORE ?
Keep reading! Every student reading over 1 million words will be treated to ice cream at Braum’s.
NOTE: This program is completely optional. All reading for the pizza party and dessert bonus
must be completed by April 21, 2017.

Student Name

Class:
Quiz

Book Selection
1. Sequoyah Nominee
2. Sequoyah Nominee
3. Sequoyah Nominee
4. Award Winner
5. Award Winner
6. Award Winner
7. Science Fiction
8. Historical Fiction
9. Fantasy
10. Biography/
Auto biography
11.Non-Fiction
12.Realistic Fiction
13.Classic
14. Mystery
15. Folk Literature
(folktales, fairytales, myths,
etc.)

16. Librarian’s Choice
17.Your Choice
18. Your Choice
19. Your Choice
20. Your Choice

Title

Passed

#

of

pages

